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The hungerThe hunger
by Alma Katsu
A supernatural reimagining of the
Donner Party story. A group of
pioneers navigate sanity-testing
misfortunes, including the strange
death of a little boy and a series of
disappearances that lead to an
accusation of witchcraft.

Ring shoutRing shout
by P. Djèlí Clark
A foul-mouthed sharpshooter and a
Harlem Hellfighter fight a supernatural
Ku Klux Klan in Macon, Georgia in the
early 20th century.

The shiningThe shining
by Stephen King
Jack Torrance sees his stint as winter
caretaker of a Colorado hotel as a way
back from failure, his wife sees it as a
chance to preserve their family, and
their son sees the evil waiting for them.

The last house on needlessThe last house on needless
streetstreet
by Catriona Ward
When someone moves in next door,
the family—a teenage girl who isn’t
allowed outside, a man with memory
loss, and a house cat who reads the
Bible—are terrified that their terrible
secret will be exposed.

The deThe devil in silvil in silvverer
by Victor D. LaValle
Landing in a mental institution after
being accused of a crime he does not
remember, Pepper is assaulted by a
monstrous creature that has been
attacking patients.

WWe hear ve hear voicoiceses
by Evie Green
A mother who initially disregards her
recovering son’s imaginary friend in
their pandemic-stricken world becomes
concerned when her son’s alter-ego
compels the boy to engage in
increasingly violent behavior.

The hollow placThe hollow placeses
by T. Kingfisher
A young woman discovers a strange
portal in her uncle's house, leading to
madness and terror.

HHammers on boneammers on bone
by Cassandra Khaw
John Persons is a PI with a distasteful
job from an unlikely client. He's been
hired by a ten-year-old to kill the kid's
stepdad, McKinsey. The man in
question is abusive, abrasive,
abominable, ...and a literal monster.

Bird boBird boxx
by Josh Malerman
In a world where no one can go outside
or open the door for fear of letting
"them" in, single mother Malorie and
her children must leave the house and
risk everything to survive.

AAwakwakenedened
by James S. Murray
The first train through a new state-of-
the-art NYC subway is found empty and
drenched in blood, signaling the
release of an ancient horror and
civilization-destroying dark forces.
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The maskThe mask
by Dean R. Koontz
Behind the deceptively sweet face of a
child adopted by Carol and Paul--a child
who appears to have no past, no
family, and no memory--lurks a
monstrous menace that will murder
without motive or regret.

The book oThe book of acf accidentscidents
by Chuck Wendig
Haunted by their tragic pasts, Nate and
Maddie move back to their hometown
with their son, who becomes involved
with a strange boy who has a taste for
dark magic that puts them at the heart
of a battle of good vs evil.

DeDevvolutionolution
by Max Brooks
A modern retelling of the Bigfoot
legend told as journal by a woman
from a high-tech Pacific Northwest
community who is isolated by a
volcanic eruption and witnesses the
flight of starving humanoid beings.

ZZone oneone one
by Colson Whitehead
In a world decimated by zombies,
survivor efforts to rebuild are focused
on Manhattan, where Mark Spitz works
to eliminate remaining infected
stragglers and remembers the height
of the zombie plague.

Heart-shaped boHeart-shaped boxx
by Joe Hill
A collector of obscure and macabre
artifacts, unscrupulous metal band
musician Judas Coyne is unable to
resist purchasing a ghost online, which
turns out to be the vengeful spirit of his
late girlfriend's stepfather.

The vThe vampire chroniclesampire chronicles
ccollectionollection
by Anne Rice
The first three novels in the Vampire
Chronicles series: Interview with the
Vampire, The Vampire Lestat, and The
Queen of the Damned.

The Montauk monstThe Montauk monsterer
by Hunter Shea
In Montauk, New York, terrible
monsters emerge from the sea every
night, infecting the populace with a
grotesque flesh-eating virus.

Certain dark thingsCertain dark things
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
In Mexico City, where the vampires who
live among humans are heavily policed,
street kid Domingo helps an Aztec
blood drinkers' descendant flee before
the city is upended by the two
vampires pursuing her.

A head full oA head full of ghostsf ghosts
by Paul Tremblay
The lives of a normal suburban New
England family are torn apart when
14-year-old Marjorie begins to display
signs of what at first seems to be acute
schizophrenia but may actually be
demonic possession.

The graThe gravveeyyard apartmentard apartment
by Mariko Koike
After moving to a new apartment
complex next to a cemetery, a young
family experiences strange and
terrifying occurrences that send the
other residents fleeing their homes,
leaving them alone with a dark, evil
something, or someone, residing in the

basement.
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